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Welcome to Sitecore  

Welcome to the Template Items Breakdown Training Manual. In this document we will breakdown all of 

the elements found on your Homepage, Landing page, and Inner page templates. View these elements 

on the front end and then find the corresponding location on the back end to make any edits. 
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Homepage 
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1. Header Image. The images should be uploaded to: /Media Library/Images/Logos. The desktop 

image must be 293x44px and should be in png format. The mobile logo must be in svg format. 

Change the desktop logo in the Site Logo field and change the mobile logo in the Site Logo High 

Resolution SVG field within the Site Settings section of the Homepage.  

 
 

2. Secondary Navigation. Manage the navigation items that display in the Secondary Navigation by 

editing the items under /Global/Navigation/Baystate Secondary Navigation. Fill in the Override 

Navigation Title field if the text that should display is different than the item name in the 

sitetree and then use the Destination field to set the link destination for the item. 

 
The Secondary Navigation is set within the Secondary Navigation field within the Site Settings 

section of the homepage. 
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3. Primary Navigation. This is the main navigation for the site. Manage the navigation items that 

display in the Primary Navigation by editing the items under /Global/Navigation/Baystate 

Primary Navigation. Fill in the Override Navigation Title field if the text that should display is 

different than the item name in the sitetree and then use the Destination field to set the link 

destination for the item. If you want the navigation item to have a dropdown with additional 

links, created a bulleted list with linked items using the WYSIWGY editor in the Optional Content 

Block field.  

 
The Primary Navigation is set within the Primary Navigation field within the Site Settings section 

of the homepage.  

 
 

4. Site Notification. Edit the notification text that appears in the Notification Box using the 

Notification Text field within the Site Settings section of the homepage. To display the 

Notification Box across the site, check the box for the Show Notification Box field.  

 
 

5. Homepage Banner Image. Choose the Homepage Banner Images that display on the homepage 

by selecting the images from the list in the left-side of the Home Page Images field in the Page 

Data section of the Homepage, click to select, and then use the blue arrow to move the image 

into the Selected box on the right-side of the section. If more than 1 image is selected, the 

image that displays will be randomly selected from the images specified. 

 
Upload new Homepage Banner Images /Media Library/Images/Home Page Images/Home 

Banner Images The recommended image size is at least 1300x700px and should be in jpg 

format.   
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6. Homepage Icon. Select the icon that appears within the banner image by editing the Home Page 

Icon field within the Page Data section of the homepage. New logos should be uploaded to 

/Media Library/Images/Logos. Icons should be approximately 99x101px and in png format. 

 
 

7. Headline. Edit the headline that appears within the Homepage Banner Image by editing the 

plain text Headline field within the Page Data section of the homepage. 

 
 

8. Homepage Introduction. Edit the text that appears below the Headline in the Homepage Banner 

Image by editing the Introduction field within the Page Data section of the homepage. NOTE: 

The text in this field will also appear as the teaser text within the site search results, so it is 

recommended to keep additional formatting to this field at a minimum. 

 
 

9. Services & Conditions Widget. Edit the Title within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/Services/ServicesSearchWidget/WidgetTitle. Edit the Description 

or Teaser within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/Services/ServicesSearchWidget/Description.  

 
 

10. Find a Location Widget. Edit the Title within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/Locations/LocationSearchWidget/WidgetTitle. Edit the Description 

or Teaser within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/Locations/LocationSearchWidget/Description. 
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11. Find a Doctor Widget. Edit the Title within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/PhysicianDirectory/PhysicianSearchWidget/WidgetTitle. Edit the 

Description or Teaser within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Modules/PhysicianDirectory/PhysicianSearchWidget/Description. 

 

12. Phone Number. Edit the phone number that appears in Parallax Navigation (or Audience Bar) 

within the Phone Number field of the Page Data section of the homepage. 

 
 

13. Connect Button. Edit the link associated with the Connect Button in the Parallax Navigation 

using the Connect Button field within the Page Data Section of the homepage.  

 
Edit the text associated with the button using the Link Description field in the Link Properties. 

 
 

14. For Patients Parallax Title. Edit the Title associated with the For Patients section of the Parallax 

Navigation within the Phrase field of /System/Dictionary/Global/ScrollSpy/ForPatients. 

 

15. For Patients Section Title. Edit the Title associated with the For Patients section of the 

homepage using the Title field within the Patients section of the homepage. 

 
 

16. For Patients Section Description. Enter the text associated with the For Patients section of the 

homepage using the Description field within the Patients section of the homepage. 
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17. For Patients Sidebar Image. Edit the image found on the left side of the For Patients section of 

the homepage using the Side Bar Image field within the Patients section of the homepage. New 

images must be uploaded to /Media Library/Images/Home Page Images/Section Side Images. 

Images must be 574px wide (height may vary, but should be approximately 765-775px tall) and 

should be in jpg format. 

 
 

18. Section Callouts. Create new Home Section Callouts within 

/sitecore/content/Global/Callouts/Home Callouts. Each Callout has fields for Header, Sub 

Header, Description, Image, and More Link. Images should be uploaded to /Media 

Library/Images/Callouts, should be 340x230px, and should be in jpg format. Edit the appropriate 

fields for the callout. 

 
After creating a new callout, you may update the callouts that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the HomepageCallout sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking 

on the callout you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties 

window, or by clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the 

HomepageCallout sublayout that you want to update (the order within the Layout Details 

corresponds to the order the callouts appear on the front end, and the information in the 

Placeholder field of the properties corresponds to what section the callout is found in). 
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19. Homepage Section Quote. Create a new Homepage Section Quote within /Global/Home 

Quotes. Edit the Quote, Author and Shading information using the appropriate fields within the 

quote item.  

 
After creating a new quote, you may update the quotes that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the Quote sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking on the quote 

you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties window, or by 

clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the Quote 

sublayout that you want to update (all Quotes sublayouts use the same placeholder, so their 

order within the Layout Details corresponds to the order they appear on the front end ). 

 
 

20. For Healthcare Professionals Parallax Title. Edit the Title associated with the Healthcare section 

of the Parallax Navigation within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Global/ScrollSpy/ForHCProfessionals. 

 

21. For Healthcare Professionals Section Title. Edit the Title associated with the For Healthcare 

Professionals section of the homepage using the Title field within the Healthcare Professionals 

section of the homepage. 

 
 

22. For Healthcare Professionals Section Description. Enter the text associated with the For 

Healthcare Professionals section of the homepage using the Description field within the 

Healthcare Professionalssection of the homepage. 
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23. Section Callouts. Create new Home Section Callouts within 

/sitecore/content/Global/Callouts/Home Callouts. Each Callout has fields for Header, Sub 

Header, Description, Image, and More Link. Images should be uploaded to /Media 

Library/Images/Callouts, should be 340x230px, and should be in jpg format. Edit the appropriate 

fields for the callout. 

 
After creating a new callout, you may update the callouts that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the HomepageCallout sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking 

on the callout you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties 

window, or by clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the 

HomepageCallout sublayout that you want to update. 

 
 

24. For Healthcare Professionals Sidebar Image. Edit the image found on the left side of the For 

Healthcare Professionals section of the homepage using the Side Bar Image field within the 

Healthcare Professionals section of the homepage. New images must be uploaded to /Media 

Library/Images/Home Page Images/Section Side Images. Images must be 574px wide (height 

may vary, but should be approximately 765-775px tall) and should be in jpg format. 
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25. Homepage Section Quote. Create a new Homepage Section Quote within /Global/Home 

Quotes. Edit the Quote, Author and Shading information using the appropriate fields within the 

quote item.  

 
After creating a new quote, you may update the quotes that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the Quote sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking on the quote 

you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties window, or by 

clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the Quote 

sublayout that you want to update (all Quotes sublayouts use the same placeholder, so their 

order within the Layout Details corresponds to the order they appear on the front end ). 

 
 

26. For Researchers Parallax Title. Edit the Title associated with the For Researchers section of the 

Parallax Navigation within the Phrase field of 

/System/Dictionary/Global/ScrollSpy/ForResearchers. 

 

27. For Researchers Section Title. Edit the Title associated with the For Researchers section of the 

homepage using the Title field within the Researchers section of the homepage. 

 
 

28. For Researchers Section Description. Enter the text associated with the For Researchers section 

of the homepage using the Description field within the Researchers section of the homepage. 
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29. For Researchers Sidebar Image. Edit the image found on the left side of the For Researchers 

section of the homepage using the Side Bar Image field within the Researchers section of the 

homepage. New images must be uploaded to /Media Library/Images/Home Page 

Images/Section Side Images. Images must be 574px wide (height may vary, but should be 

approximately 765-775px tall) and should be in jpg format. 

 
 

30. Section Callouts. Create new Home Section Callouts within 

/sitecore/content/Global/Callouts/Home Callouts. Each Callout has fields for Header, Sub 

Header, Description, Image, and More Link. Images should be uploaded to /Media 

Library/Images/Callouts, should be 340x230px, and should be in jpg format. Edit the appropriate 

fields for the callout. 

 
After creating a new callout, you may update the callouts that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the HomepageCallout sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking 

on the callout you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties 

window, or by clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the 

HomepageCallout sublayout that you want to update (the order within the Layout Details 

corresponds to the order the callouts appear on the front end, and the information in the 

Placeholder field of the properties corresponds to what section the callout is found in). 
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31. Homepage Section Quote. Create a new Homepage Section Quote within /Global/Home 

Quotes. Edit the Quote, Author and Shading information using the appropriate fields within the 

quote item.  

 
After creating a new quote, you may update the quotes that appear on the page by editing the 

Data Source of the Quote sublayout on the homepage. You may do this by clicking on the quote 

you want to replace while in Page Editor mode and then choosing the Properties window, or by 

clicking on Presentation and then Details on the homepage, then clicking on the Quote 

sublayout that you want to update (all Quotes sublayouts use the same placeholder, so their 

order within the Layout Details corresponds to the order they appear on the front end ). 

 
 

32. Social Media Links. Edit the link associated with each social media icon using the applicable Url 

field within the Footer section of the homepage. 

 
 

33. Footer Column 1. Edit the information found within the left column of the footer by using the 

WYSIWGY editor for the Column 1 field in the Footer section of the homepage. 

 
 

34. Footer Column 2. Edit the information found within the middle column of the footer by using 

the WYSIWGY editor for the Column 2 field in the Footer section of the homepage. 
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35. Footer Column 3. Edit the information found within the right column of the footer by using the 

WYSIWGY editor for the Column 3 field in the Footer section of the homepage. 

 
 

36. Copyright Text. Edit the copyright text within the footer using the Copyright Text field in the Site 

Settings section of the homepage. 

 
 

37. Additional Footer Links. Edit the additional footer links using the applicable field within the 

Footer Links section of the homepage.  

 
Edit the text associated with each link using the Link Description field in the Link Properties. 
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Landing Page 
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1. Banner Image. Select a banner image from the Media Library using the Interior Banner field 

within the Page Data section of the landing page. Upload new banner images to /Media 

Library/Images/Banner Images. Landing Page banner images should be 1300x600px and in jpg 

format.  

 
 

2. Landing Page Title. Edit the title that appears in the gray shaded box within the banner image 

using the Landing Title field within the Page Data section of the landing page. 

 
 

3. Introduction. Edit the text that appears in the gray shaded box within the banner image using 

the Introduction field in the Page Data section of the landing page. NOTE: The text in this field 

will also appear as the teaser text within the site search results, so it is recommended to keep 

additional formatting to this field at a minimum. 

 
 

4. Section Navigation Headline. Edit the headline that appears above the section navigation using 

the Headline field within the Page Data section of the landing page. NOTE: This field also 

controls the main headline on the page, found below. 
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5. Section Navigation. The Navigation Title field of the landing page’s children will display within 

the Section Navigation (unless they have been set up to not show in navigation). Depending on 

the length of the navigation title field content for pages within the section, you may need to 

adjust the number of rows to accommodate longer or shorter content. To adjust the number of 

rows, click on Presentation and then Details. Click on the FeatureList sublayout and then edit the 

Number of Rows field. Adding more rows will reduce the amount of columns (thus 

accommodating longer navigation titles), while reducing the number of rows will add more 

columns (better accommodating shorter navigation titles). 

 
 

6. Breadcrumb. Edit the text that appears in the page’s breadcrumb using the Navigation Title field 

in the page’s Navigation Display section. NOTE: This field also controls how the page is displayed 

in the Proximity Navigation (if applicable) and Sitemap. 

 
 

7. Headline. Edit the page’s headline using the Headline field within the Page Data section of the 

landing page. NOTE: This field also controls the Section Navigation Headline on the page, found 

above. 

 
 

8. Content. Edit the main content found on the page using the Content Copy field within the Page 

Data section of the landing page. You may use the WYSIWYG to add images, links, bulleted lists, 

code snippets, and other styled content. 
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9. Our Locations. Choose locations that display on within the Related Locations module 

component by navigating to the Locations Directory on the left-side of the Locations field in the 

Tagging section of the landing page. Click on the desired location to select it and then use the 

blue arrow to move the image into the Selected box on the right-side of the section. All selected 

locations will display in the Related Locations component. You may use the blue up and down 

arrows to reorder the selected locations. 

 
 

10. Quality Callout. The Quality Callout includes a title, content, link, and image. Edit each of these 

fields within the Quality Callout section of the landing page. Images should be at least 300px 

wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. Set the Callout Link field to a Youtube 

or Vimeo URL to create a video callout. 

 
11. Find a Doctor Callout. You may update the order that this component appears within the right 

panel or remove it from the page using Page Editor or Presentation Details, but no other edits 

can be made to the FADCallout item. 

 

 

NOTE: Other items, including module components and image or text callouts may be added to 

the right panel of the page. Use Page Editor or Presentation Details to add the desired item to 

the Right Panel placeholder. If adding Related module components, such as Related Events, 

Related Clinical Trials, or Related News, tagging must match up between the page and module 

items in order for the items to display in the module component on the page. 
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Two Column Wide Left 
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1. Breadcrumb. Edit the text that appears in the page’s breadcrumb using the Navigation Title field 

in the page’s Navigation Display section. NOTE: This field also controls how the page is displayed 

in the Proximity Navigation (if applicable) and Sitemap. 

 
 

2. Headline. Edit the page’s headline using the Headline field within the Page Data section of the 

page.  

 
 

3. Content. Edit the main content found on the page using the Content Copy field within the Page 

Data section of the landing page. You may use the WYSIWYG to add images, links, bulleted lists, 

code snippets, and other styled content. 

 
 

4. Accordion. Edit the Accordion Title and Accordion Content fields in the Accordion Data section 

for each accordion item. If left blank, the accordion will not display on the front end. You may 

rearrange the order that the accordion displays in regards to Content Copy, Tabs, and other 

items in the Content Panel placeholder using Presentation Details or Page Editor. 
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5. Tabs. Edit the Tab Title and Tab Content fields in the Tab Data section for each tab item. If left 

blank, the tabs will not display on the front end. You may rearrange the order that the tabs 

displays in regards to Content Copy, Accordion, and other items in the Content Panel 

placeholder using Presentation Details or Page Editor. NOTE: While there are fields for up to 10 

tabs, be aware that the number you’re able to use depends on the length of each tab title. 

 
 

6. Left Call to Action. The Left Call to Action includes a header, sub header, content, link, and 

image. Edit each of these fields within the Left Call to Action Details section of the page. Images 

should be at least 300px wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. NOTE: If the 

Left Call to Action Details section is left blank, the page will inherit from its parent (if available). 

To prevent this inheritance and from the parent page’s information from showing here, check 

the “Do not display” box within the Left Call to Action Detail section for each page that you do 

not want to display a Left Call to Action. 
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7. Right Call to Action. The Right Call to Action includes a header, sub header, content, link, and 

image. Edit each of these fields within the Right Call to Action Details section of the page. 

Images should be at least 300px wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. NOTE: 

If the Right Call to Action Details section is left blank, the page will inherit from its parent (if 

available). To prevent this inheritance and from the parent page’s information from showing 

here, check the “Do not display” box within the Right Call to Action Detail section for each page 

that you do not want to display a Right Call to Action. 

 
 

8. Related Classes & Events. This module component is driven by tagging. The tagging strategy 

used within the Tagging Section must match between the page and module items in order for 

the items to display within the module component on the page. 

 

9. Quality Callout. The Quality Callout includes a title, content, link, and image. Edit each of these 

fields within the Quality Callout section of the landing page. Images should be at least 300px 

wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. Set the Callout Link field to a Youtube 

or Vimeo URL to create a video callout. 

 
 

10. Find a Doctor Callout. You may update the order that this component appears within the right 

panel or remove it from the page using Page Editor or Presentation Details, but no other edits 

can be made to the FADCallout item. 
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11. Our Locations. Choose locations that display on within the Related Locations module 

component by navigating to the Locations Directory on the left-side of the Locations field in the 

Tagging section of the landing page. Click on the desired location to select it and then use the 

blue arrow to move the image into the Selected box on the right-side of the section. All selected 

locations will display in the Related Locations component. You may use the blue up and down 

arrows to reorder the selected locations. 

 
 

12. Related Clinical Trials. This module component is driven by tagging. The tagging strategy used 

within the Tagging Section must match between the page and module items in order for the 

items to display within the module component on the page. 
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Two Column Wide Right 
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1. Breadcrumb. Edit the text that appears in the page’s breadcrumb using the Navigation Title field 

in the page’s Navigation Display section. NOTE: This field also controls how the page is displayed 

in the Proximity Navigation and Sitemap. 

 
 

2. Headline. Edit the page’s headline using the Headline field within the Page Data section of the 

page.  

 
 

3. Content. Edit the main content found on the page using the Content Copy field within the Page 

Data section of the landing page. You may use the WYSIWYG to add images, links, bulleted lists, 

code snippets, and other styled content. 

 
 

4. Accordion. Edit the Accordion Title and Accordion Content fields in the Accordion Data section 

for each accordion item. If left blank, the accordion will not display on the front end. You may 

rearrange the order that the accordion displays in regards to Content Copy, Tabs, and other 

items in the Content Panel placeholder using Presentation Details or Page Editor. 
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5. Tabs. Edit the Tab Title and Tab Content fields in the Tab Data section for each tab item. If left 

blank, the tabs will not display on the front end. You may rearrange the order that the tabs 

displays in regards to Content Copy, Accordion, and other items in the Content Panel 

placeholder using Presentation Details or Page Editor. NOTE: While there are fields for up to 10 

tabs, be aware that the number you’re able to use depends on the length of each tab title. 

 
 

6. Left Call to Action. The Left Call to Action includes a header, sub header, content, link, and 

image. Edit each of these fields within the Left Call to Action Details section of the page. Images 

should be at least 300px wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. NOTE: If the 

Left Call to Action Details section is left blank, the page will inherit from its parent (if available). 

To prevent this inheritance and from the parent page’s information from showing here, check 

the “Do not display” box within the Left Call to Action Detail section for each page that you do 

not want to display a Left Call to Action. 
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7. Right Call to Action. The Right Call to Action includes a header, sub header, content, link, and 

image. Edit each of these fields within the Right Call to Action Details section of the page. 

Images should be at least 300px wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. NOTE: 

If the Right Call to Action Details section is left blank, the page will inherit from its parent (if 

available). To prevent this inheritance and from the parent page’s information from showing 

here, check the “Do not display” box within the Right Call to Action Detail section for each page 

that you do not want to display a Right Call to Action. 

 
 

8. Find a Doctor Callout. You may edit if this callout appears on the left half or right half of the 

main content column, or remove it from the page using Page Editor or Presentation Details, but 

no other edits can be made to the FADCallout item. 

 

9. Quality Callout. The Quality Callout includes a title, content, link, and image. Edit each of these 

fields within the Quality Callout section of the landing page. Images should be at least 300px 

wide and uploaded into /Media Library/Images/Callouts. Set the Callout Link field to a Youtube 

or Vimeo URL to create a video callout. You may edit if this callout appears on the left half or 

right half of the main content column, or remove it from the page using Page Editor or 

Presentation Details. 
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10. Proximity Navigation. Edit the title that appears within the Proximity Navigation using the 

Navigation Title field in the Navigation Display section of the page. NOTE: This field also controls 

how the page is displayed in the Breadcrumb and Sitemap. 

 
 

NOTE: Other items, including module components, may be added to the main content panel of 

the page. Use Page Editor or Presentation Details to add the desired item to the Content Panel 

placeholder. If adding Related module components, such as Related Events, Related Clinical 

Trials, or Related News, tagging must match up between the page and module items in order for 

the items to display in the module component on the page. 

 


